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About This Game

Water Planet is a single-player first-person adventure set in a distant blue world. Gather resources to fuel an
interstellar ship as your on-board A.I. Gemini guides you through sunken ruins and ocean depths while listening to the

music of VIRGO.

Upon entering the atmosphere of a distant blue world, you are awoken from cryosleep to gather resources to fuel your interstellar
journey onward. With the guidance of your on-board A.I., Gemini, hunt down crystal shards amid sunken monuments and alien

flora.

When intermittent energy surges disable the link between you and Gemini, encounter a lone cybernetic jellyfish named Aqua. Travel
through portals, dive to the depths of the ocean and fly on a hover transport that connects the ruins of a lost civilization. Enter the

world and music of VIRGO on Water Planet before you launch back into hyperspace.

Developed in Unreal Engine 4

VR and Desktop Modes Both Supported

Water Planet supports the HTC Vive with its motion controllers and standard desktop play as well. No VR headset is
required, but it is suggested.
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Key Features

Soundtrack and Original Score by VIRGO - Includes songs from Water Planet EP, accompanied by an
atmospheric and evolving score that builds throughout each level, all written and performed by VIRGO.

Emotive Narrative - While gathering resources on a distant planet, help your new cybernetic jellyfish friend
name Aqua.

Expansive Levels - Explore open waters, trek over liquid mountains and wander through alien structures across
a blue-hued and abandoned world.

Interactive Music - Be a part of the music throughout the game and have a chance to interact with it in an
unexpected way.

Checkpoint System - Unlock checkpoints at the start of each level to resume play or revisit a level.

Objective Markers - In addition to narrative guidance from Gemini, your onboard A.I., luminous light spheres
guide you.

Trading Cards and Badges

Collect 15 unique tradings cards featuring scenes from the game. Craft badges to show off Crystal Shard collecting
expertise ranging from Novice to Legendary.
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Title: Water Planet
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
The Revera Corporation
Publisher:
The Revera Corporation
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Dual Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 460 or equivalent for desktop (non-VR) play, Nividia 970 or equivalent for VR play

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3411 MB available space

English,French
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living. earth the water planet 14.1. water planet game. water planet aqua. water planet in our solar system. water planet leonardo
dicaprio. rio water planet brinquedo 90 graus. water planet inc. water planet kanał. water planet resort 5*. water planet aquapark
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midterm 2. water planet rio de janeiro. water planet facebook. water planet plumbing. water planet deluxe hotel (4 star). planet
water project 24. water planet ets tur. water planet terme tuhelj. water planet 5 standard. water planet telefone. planet water llc.
water polo planet jobs. water planet space. water planet miller. water planet groupon. cold water mp3 download planetlagu.
water planet earth. water planet name. rio water planet quanto custa. rio water planet quanto custa o ingresso. aquapark water
planet zagreb. water planet just break

The game opens with an extremely long unskippable cutscene, followed by literally 2 seconds of gameplay, followed by an
ungodly long elevator sequence where you are not in control of the character. Then control is yet again taken from you every
time the game decides it is time for me to talk to a character. Game devs, don't do this.. Somewhat slow, and traveling around
Europe might get really repetitive by the time you are in the final chapter, but with very good story and writing from Hal
Barwood, and - even more importantly - quite a few smaller and bigger innovations in the genre.. This game was good. I think
the platforming was a bit hard. The level designs reminded me of those super mario maker levels people make where you have
to jump perfectly right or you die. Really the art style and the platforming reminded me of the old school flash games.

The time travel idea was pretty good and the narration is pleasant. I only played chapter 1 before giving up on chapter 2 at the
start of the level. I could not make it to the other platform. I got annoyed at the characters repeated
HOOOOOOOOOOOoooooooo as he fell into the chasm. I know I could stick the jump eventually but I just did not feel like
trying further when I have such a large back catalog of games to play and review. I am putting this in my "try later" pile. I feel
like the price is good and kudos to the devs for including this in a charity bundle.. Great game. Great lore too. Love the twist
they put on the traditional Arthur tales. Plus it adds an RPG element to the traditional Total War series.
Ignore the Mixed review status. Bunch of people refuse to upgrade their potato machines, so this game crashes on them. So far I
havent experienced any crashes or bugs. All these bad reviews never mention how they feel about the gameplay. If it doesnt run
on your old computer just return it, dont spam negative reviews.. quot;mmm... That`s preety good". Colorado is a very
challenging end game mission that sections the map off to certain disguises and really challenges you to the fullest and many of
the opportunities and challenges are at their peak especially with this being the only map with four targets and hard to discover
challenges this is truly the most sinister made map yet however it can be fun when completed, I guess.

+Challenging as hell but not super annoyingly hard
+Restricts certain parts of the map to certain disguises
+Four targets
+Only three escalations
+Great opportunites
+Story is really developing into something worth playing for
+So much to do

-Several targets barely move or stay within guard's POV for so long and gets annoying to try and kill them
-Area looks ugly and the colors look saturated and bad
-Certain escalation that is a real \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er
-Very hidden challenges
-Super militarized and just crazy to adapt to
-Sniping someone off the water tower undetected will still cause guards to come and wait under the water tower and will never
leave even though they're "searching"
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Colorado is a great start to the story of the game and is definitely the top of the list of challenging maps in the game however it's
very confusing and annoying with its difficulty and really makes you want to quit and go right to Japan but it just sucks lol.
. Cute and some genuinely funny moments. The art style and animation are well done. The gameplay is a bit tedious in places
and I wish it would have been longer, but overall I enjoyed it.. Y2K... you let me down now... you let me down down down down
down down down down down. Unplayable on Oculus Rift. It puts me outside of the lobby that I am supposed to be in. I cannot
select anything after the title screen. No response from Dev when I posted in the Bug Reports discussion. A waste of time in my
opinion. Do not buy if you have a Rift and the Dev should remove the Rift as a supported HMD!
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It's the gear in between 4th and 5th gear.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing terrible!!! I had this game 20 years ago and it ran
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I always thought it was my crappy computer, turns out it's just a crappy game. LAG
LAG and more LAG!!!!! I want my money back.. Decent little game for $9.99. An excellent apology for the rough development
history of the original The Ghost Blade, HD is significantly better than that game.

It is much harder than I was expecting! The Score Attack mode is a nice bonus. Only real gripes are that bosses are a bit weak,
and that scores for each character are not split so you can just pick the best one and ignore the rest... probably Milan?

Has a few bugs and oddities, like any video game made in the last 45 years, but the major one has a simple and effective
workaround that's as bewildering as the bug itself.

Note that you can get a better experience by rotating your TV or monitor 90 degrees, and then enabling the option in-game to
take advantage of this. The same goes for many games of this type on Steam.. Cool experience, I suppose its like travelling
through the Cosmos and randomly creating universes and exploding them in a second & then watch the after effects.. I really,
really love this game. It's a hard recommend because of it's focus on local only and requires a friend, but the aesthetic and
gameplay are phenomenal and far more complex then initial impressions would show.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5s0mYZXY8tI. great game ,nice graphics ,great random generation ,and very fun
mechanics ,please devs continue like this ,this game will be EPIC ,with more things ,i preffer this than ,rimworld etc...
Undemanding little puzzle game good for playing in a spare moment

63\/100

. Great game with tons of sexy waifus ;)

About Missing Savedata:
We are recently aware that some of you have lost your savedata. We're very sorry about this situation.

1. Please zip the following folder C:\Users\YOUR USER NAME\AppData\LocalLow\Oneshark\Great Hero's Beard and send it
to support_eng@sakuragame.com. Please also tell us the progress in your game before the data was lost. We'll try and fix, and if
we can't, we'll send you a similar data.
2. We're trying to fix the problen, and we're about to add the Steam Cloud function to allow you to access your saved game
anywhere.
3. We apologize for the bad experience, please believe in us that we'll be better over time.. PATCH NOTES 11.23:
The Winter is Coming update is finally here:
*We got 6 new maps
*3 new bosses
*new items
*Max stat upgrades increased from 150 to 200
*princess's max levels increased from 100 to 120
*Max princess's stat upgrades also increased from 60 to 80
*4 new achievements. Patch Note 11.9:
*Maxing out Turgut stats final level bug fixed
*Maxing out Battle Helper stats final level bug fixed
*Battle Helper Loyalty Skill now produces boosted % like it should
*Reset Stats button for Battle Helpers is now functional. Fall Update Patch2:
Greetings beard owners! Today we present you with a mini Fall update which contains plenty of bug fixes and small very
practical features. We got plenty more epic stuff coming next big update ''Winter is Coming''.

Features
Added Toggle button in settings for the grain and scratches to turn off if players wish
Keybind so you can add stats using 1,2,3,4,5 numeric keys
Sell all button above inventory
Auto-save during every game transition (will save after every battle due to this now)
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German Localization added!

Bugs
Fixed the Settings bug you showed in screenshot where jap text didnt fit.
Fixed the Yellow text for new stat comparison, it was mistakenly showing on Percentage stats
Fixed the Russian Exp Bonus text, running out of the text box so russians couldnt see their exp bonus
Fixed bug allowing to double click map nodes fast and get 2 Turguts
Fixed Russian Language Flag is back in (it got overwritten and removed-sorry for that!)
Fixed the bug that caused XP retirement bonus to disappear after language change
Fixed XP bonus not showing up when it gets too many characters in the text

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkpVMomz5yQ. Great Hero's Beard New Game:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1088400/DungeonMaze/. Update 1.14:
Wondering what that pink cloud is hovering on the world map? It is our new challenge Pink Slime Forever!
Complete this and 2 other brand new maps. See if you are Destiny's Next Challenger!

Turgut's maximum retirement level increased from 60->80 but beware the consequences it brings to Turgut's health!

Turgut's max upgrade stats increaed 200->250

Max princess level increased 120->130

Princess max upgrade stats increased 80->100

For quality of gamer life, we have also added a feature which allows you to convert your unused Skill Points to Stat Points at a
rate of 1 skill point for 2 stat points.
This becomes available after you hit retirement 30 and remains available the rest of the game.

French Language Added!

Have a great time and thanks for your continued loyalty!. GHB Battle Manager Update:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhCfpmfOsOs
*New Battle Helpers feature. Pick which one of your princesses you want to fight along in battle. They gain XP and level up
just like Turgut. After leveling up distribute stat and skill points of you liking. The higher the total level of all princesses the
more bonus stat points you earn.
*Max upgradable stat points increased from 120->150
*Coming up this Christmas: Winter is Coming Update!
*6 New Maps & most powerful 3 bosses yet!. Update 12.18 Fixes and Balancing:
Development:
Cloud Saves implemented
Big Reset Button, is now available to anyone lvl 60 retirement - it resets Turgut's stat points for reorganization
Incremental Saves added as failsafe, these occur on any Big Reset and retirement
Save functionality a bug was removed that could've been responsible for lost saves
Prevention method for those who accidentally had a princess 1 level too high, this allows the bug to fix itself so you can play
without error
Map Camera is reset upon the beginner zones, not the frozen zone

Balancing:
Avalanche Legendary Axe drop boosted from 0.01% to 2%
Sea King's Legendary Sword drop boosted from 0.01% to 0.05%
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